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Sams Teach Yourself Visual Studio .NET in 21 Days will help developers that are new to application development and experienced developers understand how to use the .NET Framework and Visual Studio .NET to rapidly develop any type of computer application.  The Visual Studio .NET development environment is the most comprehensive developer tool ever created, putting that together with the .NET Frameworks' Class Libraries, the developer has everything he or she needs to get up-to-speed on Microsoft's latest revolution in application development.  This book will guide the developer through using the VS .NET IDE, the Visual Basic .NET and C# language, and the supporting tools available from Microsoft to create Windows and Web-based applications.  The market is full of books that pretty much say the same thing, which is already available in the help files, the author of this book has written and deployed over a dozen successful applications using Visual Studio .NET and the .NET Framework.  All of his expertise and experience is used to give you the most comprehensive title on using Visual Studio .NET.     

       About the Author
   

Jason Beres is a .NET Architect and .NET Evangelist for Computer Ways, Inc., a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner located in Deerfield Beach, Florida.  Before devoting his existence to .NET, Jason taught Visual Basic and Windows DNA at a Microsoft CTEC.  Jason helped initiate the Florida .NET Users Group to evangelize .NET.  Jason founded the Non-Profit Ways community that enables developers write .NET applications for non-profit charities that would otherwise not be able to afford the technology and so developers can write real world .NET applications.
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IT Essentials: PC Hardware and Software Labs and Study Guide (3rd Edition) (Lab Companion)Cisco Press, 2008
The IT Essentials: PC Hardware and Software version 4 course in the Cisco® Networking Academy® is designed to prepare you to take and pass the CompTIA A+ exams based on the 2006 objectives. You must pass both the A+ Essentials and one of the technician exams to earn the A+ certification. Chapters 1 through 10 cover the foundational...
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Java Performance TuningO'Reilly, 2000
No matter what language they're programming in, developers always wish things would run faster! Especially when writing mission-critical applications, no one wants to be limited by the programming environment. 
Java Performance Tuning provides all the details you need to know to "performance tune" any type of Java program...
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Colorways: Acrylic Animals: Tips, techniques, and step-by-step lessons for learning to paint whimsical artwork in vibrant acrylicWalter Foster Publishing, 2019

	Colorways: Acrylic Animals teaches artists of all skill levels how to paint vibrant, colorful renditions of animals from around the globe.

	

	Grab your paints, canvas, and imagination because it's time to paint pointillistic pandas, tetradic llamas, vibrant flamingos, and complementary...
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Research and Practice in Chemistry Education: Advances from the 25th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education 2018Springer, 2019

	
		This book brings together fifteen contributions from presenters at the 25th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education 2018, held in Sydney. Written by a highly diverse group of chemistry educators working within different national and institutional contexts with the common goal of improving student learning, the book...
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Sukhoi S-37 and Mikoyan MFI: Russian Fifth-Generation Fighter Demonstrators (Red Star, Vol. 1)Midland Pub Ltd, 2002
Conceived in the early 1980s to ease the threat posed by the American ATF program, these fighters were developed as the Soviet Union's fifth-generation fighters. This book gives a detailed account of how Russia's two leading fighter aircraft designers competed for the order and how a third contender never made it to the hardware stage. It deals...
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Encyclopedia of Communities of Practice in Information and Knowledge ManagementIdea Group Publishing, 2006
"This encyclopedia has a breadth and depth that makes it a valuable reference work for anyone." --Prof. Miles Nicholls, RMIT University, Australia 

       The Encyclopedia of Communities of Practice in Information and Knowledge Management is the leading reference source for dynamic and innovative research in the field of...
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